
 

Scientists edge closer to treatment for
myotonic dystrophy
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The images show DM1 cells, untreated and treated with kinase inhibitors.
Following treatment with inhibitors targeting CDK12 nuclear foci in DM1 cells
are reduced. Credit: Dr. Ami Ketley , the University of Nottingham

Scientists at the University of Nottingham have taken a step closer
towards developing a treatment for the long-term genetic disorder,
myotonic dystrophy.
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In a paper published today in the journal Science Translational Medicine,
scientists from the Schools of Life Sciences and Chemistry at the
University, have discovered that by inhibiting a molecule in patients'
cells called CDK12, they can potentially develop a therapy to alleviate
some of the symptoms, and help treat this incurable condition.

Myotonic dystrophy is a long-term genetic disorder that affects muscle
function. It is the most common form of muscular dystrophy in adults
and affects about one in 8,000 people. There is currently no treatment
available.

Symptoms include gradually worsening muscle loss and weakness.
Muscles often contract and are very slow to relax. Other symptoms may
include cataracts, intellectual disability and heart conduction problems.

Some patients have a very mild form and others have severe form, where
they are congenitally affected from birth.

This is due to the molecular underpinning of the condition, which is
caused by a dynamic mutation; a triplet repeat expansion, in which three
base pairs of DNA are present in different copy numbers. In the general
population people have 5-30 copies of this DNA sequence.
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The images show DM1 cells, untreated and treated with kinase inhibitors.
Following treatment with inhibitors targeting CDK12 nuclear foci in DM1 cells
are reduced. Credit: Dr. Ami Ketley , the University of Nottingham

In patients with myotonic dystrophy- this particular segment of DNA
becomes bigger than it is in the general population, often with hundreds
of copies of the triplet repeat.

The faulty gene produces a faulty RNA which contains the expansion
sequence, (RNA is a macromolecule essential for all known forms of life
which transfers information from DNA in the nucleus to the cytoplasm
of a cell where it makes proteins). The faulty RNA gets stuck in the
nuclei of myotonic dystrophy patients' cells, resulting in disruption to
many cellular processes.
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In this new study, scientists have discovered that through the inhibition
of the molecule CDK12—the additional faulty RNA disappears, and so
reduces the symptoms of the condition.

David Brook, Professor of Human Molecular Genetics in the School of
Life Sciences, is the lead researcher on the study, He said: "Through our
research we now understand a key molecular component in the pathway
of the condition and that's a target for us to try to inhibit this particular
CDK12 protein which will then have beneficial effects in terms of
developing a treatment.
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"Transcription is the process by which RNA is made from DNA and this
can require CDK12. When the repeat sequence is transcribed, it makes
the faulty expansion RNA—but we think that the myotonic dystrophy
patients' cells struggle to make the faulty RNA and they increase their
levels of CDK12 to keep ploughing through the expansion sequence and
make more of this RNA because the cell doesn't know this is toxic.

"What we've found is that our inhibitors affect the function of CDK12
and so prevent the transcription of the faulty RNA which offers a
possible route to a treatment of the condition.

"We are now at the stage where we know if we can inhibit CDK12
selectively—then it's going to be a potential therapy—and now we are
trying to work out how to do that."

  More information: A. Ketley el al., "CDK12 inhibition reduces
abnormalities in cells from patients with myotonic dystrophy and in a
mouse model," Science Translational Medicine (2020).
stm.sciencemag.org/lookup/doi/ … scitranslmed.aaz2415
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